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Installation Guide:
This Stealthbox is a product which requires professional installation skills and tools.  Please read this
installation guide thoroughly before beginning the project.  It will guide you step by step through the
installation.  Several of the steps in this process may require two people to accomplish.

This enclosure is designed to mount behind the passenger side cargo area trim panel, which allows
for outstanding sub-bass performance without giving up any useful cargo space.  It is absolutely vital
that the enclosure be properly mounted to the vehicle according to these instructions.  Failure to
mount the enclosure properly presents two problems:  1) the sub-bass performance will suffer due to
the movement of the enclosure caused by the force exerted by the woofer and 2) A loose enclosure
could cause damage to the vehicle's trim panels in the event of a collision or sudden jolt.

STEP 1:  Remove all screws, seatbelts and fasteners from
passenger side trim panel.

STEP 2:  Remove passenger side trim panel.  Also remove
"jute" fabric from the back of the trim panel where the box
will mount.

STEP 3:  Remove
clips from the edge
of the  factory pocket
and remove the
pocket.

Make sure you save
all parts !!!  You will
need most of them
later.

STEP 4: Unbolt factory amplifier from sheet metal.
If the factory amplifier is not to be used in the system it can be
removed, but it will bolt back into place over the enclosure if
necessary.  (Note: if the vehicle has the factory "subwoofer",
remove the existing speaker brackets also.)

SB-F-EXPL/10W1Stealthbox™
  Fits Ford Explorer (4dr & 2dr)
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STEP 5:  Place  cardboard template over wheel well with the
writing facing DOWN.

Bend the Template to fit snugly against the curve of the wheel well
(the template is perforated for this purpose).  Make sure the
narrow end of the template is flush with the rear corner of the
hatch area behind the wheel well.  Also make sure that the
template is flush with the outside edge of the cargo floor.

STEP 6: Mark sheet
metal with a center
punch through the two
holes in the template.
Make sure that the
template remains prop-
erly aligned while doing
so.

STEP 7: Check underneath the vehicle for any loose wires or brake lines BEFORE DRILLING !!!
The holes are positioned so as not to hit any vital stock components.  Always check before drilling in case the
vehicle has had non-standard modifications performed on it.

STEP 8: Drill two 1/2"
diameter holes through
the sheet metal.

A right angle drill is very
helpful for the front hole.
Always wear eye protec-
tion when drilling.

STEP 9: Place the Stealthbox into its mounting position.
You will need a second person to hold the enclosure in place for
the next step.
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STEP 10:  While a second person holds the enclosure in place, insert bolts and washers from under-
neath the truck into the nuts bonded to the Stealthbox.  Use silicone sealant to seal the holes as shown in
the diagram.  Once the box is properly positioned, tighten the bolts firmly.

STEP 11:  Hook up speaker wires to terminal provided on the
Stealthbox.

**Test the system before re-attaching the trim panel.**

STEP 12:  Assemble the speaker grille.
The supplied speaker grille is designed to be used with the factory trim ring that goes around the factory
pocket.  The grille is precut to fit between the factory trim ring and trim panel.  Place the cloth-covered steel
mesh grille onto the trim panel.  Insert the factory trim ring over the grille onto the trim panel (the tabs on
the trim ring should go through the slots cut into the grille.)  Lock the grille and trim ring in place by re-
inserting the plastic locking clips over the plastic tabs on the trim ring.

STEP 13: Re-attach the seat belts and factory trim panel.  The installation is now complete.

3/8" Bolt

Split Lock Washer

Flat Washer Car's Sheet Metal

Enclosure Wall (fiberglass)
Threaded Insert 
Molded into 
Enclosure

Bead of Silicone Sealant

IMPORTANT!!!
Once the bolts are tightened, spray undercoating onto the bolt heads from underneath the truck to prevent
rust, leaks and loosening of the bolts over time.  Failure to do so may result in corrosion and may present a
serious safety hazard over time.
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Finished Installation
Specifications:
Driver: One JL AUDIO 10W1-4 10-inch subwoofer
Enclosure Type: Acoustic Suspension (sealed)
Nominal Impedance: 4 Ω
Continuous Power Handling: 125 Watts

Parts List:
One (1) upholstered metal grille
One (1) cardboard template
Two (2) 3/8" x 1 1/4" bolts
Two (2) 3/8" lock washers
Two (2) 3/8" x 1 1/4" fender washers


